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Kingdoms of West Africa Webquest  
 

Empire of Ancient Ghana: 
http://www.ducksters.com/history/africa/empire_of_ancient_ghana.php 
 

1. What was the capital city of Ancient Ghana? __________________ 
2. What does the word “Ghana” mean? ____________________________ 
3. The main source of wealth of the Empire of Ghana was the mining of __________ and 

_________. 
4. Iron smiths were considered powerful ____________________ because they worked with fire 

and earth to create iron. 
5. How many days did it take to cross the Sahara Desert from coastal city to Ghana while 

traveling with a camel caravan? ______________________ 
 
Empire of Ancient Mali: 
http://www.ducksters.com/history/africa/empire_of_ancient_mali.php 
 

6. What ruler formed the Empire of Mali when he united the tribes of the Malinke peoples? 
_______________________ 

7. What was an emperor called in the Empire of Mali? __________________ 
8. What religion played an important role in the government of Mali? _________________ 
9. Who was the most famous of the Mali Emperors? ________________________ 
10. On his hajj to Mecca, Mansa Musa brought along _______________ people and camels loaded 

with ___________. 
11. Mansa Musa brought back from the hajj ________________, poets, and ______________ to help 

improve his empire. 
12. Some historians think that Mansa Musa may have been the _______________ person in history. 
13. The city of _______________ was considered a center of education and learning. 

 
Empire of Ancient Songhai: 
http://www.ducksters.com/history/africa/songhai_empire.php 
 

14. What was the capital city of Songhai? __________ 
15. The Songhai Empire came to power under the leadership of _________________, who was held 

as a political prisoner by the leader of the __________ Empire. 
16. Under which Songhai ruler did Islam become an important part of the empire? ______________ 
17. The ______________ trade became an important part of the Songhai Empire. 

 
Griots: http://www.ducksters.com/history/africa/griots_storytellers.php 
 

18. Griots were _______________________ and entertainers in Ancient Africa. 
19. Some of the stories told by griots had ______________ messages to teach people about good 

and bad behavior and how to behave to make their village stronger. 
20. Griots were also the historians of Ancient Africa because there was no ______________ record 

of the village history. 


